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Résumé

Le besoin croissant de systèmes de communication très exigeant en bande pasante, a induit
une explosion de l'utilisation des satellites de télécommunication longues distances. TI en
résulte une saturation des bandes L, S et C et bientöt de la bande Ku. Dans Ie futur des
fréquences supérieures à 20 GHz notamment les bandes Ka et ERF doivent être utiliseés.
Malheureusement, à ces fréquences, les signaux sont affectés par les phénomènes
troposphériques, liés aux conditions atmosphériques.

Dans la première partie de ce rapport, nous allons prouver que l'approche courante utilisée
dans des systèmes de communication au-dessous de 20 gigahertz, n'est plus applicable: les
marges nécessaires seraient trop grandes et, surtout, impossibles à mettre en place à cause de
la limitation de la technologie actuelle.

Pour pouvoir employer les bandes Ka et V, il est nécessaire concevoir des techniques qui
permettent de compenser les pertes de propagation. Ces techniques sont connues sous Ie nom
de Fade Mitigation Techniques ou FMT. Dans Ie cadre d' études sur l'influence du canal de
propagation sur des systèmes de communication SatCom en bande Ka, l'ONERA a développé
un simulateur de FMT. Afin d'optimiser les paramètres appropriés de la boude
d'avertissement de FMT, il est nécessaire de présenter des données de propagation en temps
réel dans la simulation. Cependant, la difficulté d'effectuer ces essais en milieu réel (coûts de
développement important) impose de travailler sur des séries temporelles d'atténuation, afin
de concevoir correctement Ie système.

Un certain nombre de vraies données réelles sont disponible grace à diverses campagnes
d'expérimentation conduites avec les satellites ACTS (pour les Etats-Unis),Italsat ou Olympus
(pour l'Europe). Néanmoins, ces données sont loin d'être disponibles pour n'importe quel
endroit dans Ie monde. Une des solutions proposées afin d'éviter ces contraintes de mesure
est d'employer des séries chronologiques synthétiques d'atténuation.

Le but de ce stage est de poursuivre Ie développement d'un modèle de la dynamique du canal
de propagation terre-satellite, en utilisant Ie principe des chaînes de Markov à N-états.

Le chapitre trois donne les principes de base des chaînes de Markov à N-états et discute
comment elles peuvent être exploitées dans notre modèle. Dans un premier temps, la méthode
utilisée pour générer les matrices de transition à partir de l'information sur les vitesses de
variation des affaiblissement est présentée, puis deux modèles de prévision des vitesses de
variation de l'atténuation développés par M. van de Kamp et B. Grémont sont décrits.

Le chapitre 4 vise à étudier la validité du modèle en utilisant des données expérimentales.
Dans ce chapitre, des données expérimentales sont exploitées pour produire des matrices de
transition et une méthode d'adaptation est conçue afin de pouvoir produire des événements
représentatifs de la réalité.

Dans la prévision statistique du chapitre 5 les modèles décrits dans chapitre 3 sont utilisés
pour produire des matrices de transition. Une comparaison est effectuée entre les modèles de
vitesse de variation des affaiblissements de Van de Kamp et Grémont pour générer la matrice
de transition. Le but est de pouvoir utiliser de l'information météorologique disponible et en
respectant les caractéristiques géométriques et électromagnétiques de la liaison considéré.
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Abstract

The increasing need for long distance communication systems, very demanding in bandwidth,
has induced an explosion of the use of telecommunication satellites. Due to this, L, S and C
bands are saturated and the Ku-band almost too. Future relies on frequencies greater than 20
Ghz, and above all, Ka and ERF-bands. Unfortunately, at these frequencies, signals are
widely affected by the troposphere components, and notably by weather phenomena such as
rain.

In the first part of this report, we are going to show that the current approach used in
communication systems under 20 GHz, is no longer applicable: considerable margins would
be far too big and, above all, impossible to be implemented on systems due to the limitation
of the CUlTent technology.

To be abIe to use the Ka- and V-band, it is necessary to find techniques that allow propagation
impairments to be compensated. Those techniques are known as Fade Mitigation Techniques
or FMT. In the framework of studies of the influence of propagation channel on Ka-band
SatCom systems, ONERA has developed a simulator of FMT. In order to optimize the
relevant parameters of the FMT control loop, it is necessary to introduce real time
propagation data into the simulation. However, the difficulty to conduct those tests directly
with hardware (high development costs) made it logical to start working with time series of
attenuation, in order for the systems to be tested properly.

A number of real data is available thanks to various experiment campaigns conducted with
ACTS (for the United States), Italsat or Olympus (for Europe) satellites. Nevertheless, those
data are far from being available for any place in the world. One of the solutions proposed in
order to avoid those measurement constraints was to use synthetic time series of attenuation.

The aim of this internship is to pursue the development of a model of the dynamic of the
earth-satellite propagation channel, using N-state Markov chains principle.

Chapter 3 gives the general idea behind the N-state markov chain and how this principle can
be used in our model. First the way to fill the transition matrix from fade slope information is
explained, hereafter two fade slope prediction models by M. van de Kamp and B. Grémont
are introduced.

Chapter 4 aims at studying the validity of the model using experimental data. In this chapter,
data are used to generate transition matrices and an adaptation method is designed in order to
be able to generate representative events.

In chapter 5 statistical prediction models are used to generate the transition matrices. A
comparison is carried out between the uses of the Van de Kamp and Grémont fade slope
models to generate the transition matrix. The aim is to be able to use the model from available
meteorological information and with respect to the geometrical and radiowave characteristics
of the radiolink.
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1. Presentation of ONERA

1.1.0NERA
Created in 1946, ONERA (Office National d'Etudes et de Recherche Aérospatiale), the
French Aeronautics and Space Research Centre is a public, scientific and technical
establishment with both industrial and commercial responsibilities. üNERA reports to the
French Ministry of Defence and enjoys financial independence.

The expertise of ONERA covers all the scientific disciplines involved in aircraft, spacecraft
and missile design. This makes üNERA an essential partner in the French and European
aeronautics and space community and a gateway between scientific research and industry.

The four main research subjects at üNERA are: "Fluid Mechanics and Energetics", "Material
and Structures", "Information Processing", "Physics" and are divided over 17 departments in
8 locations (Figure 1).

Modan..Avrieux ,;.)

Toulouse
.)"

Le FaU9a~Mauzaç

Figure 1 locations of üNERA in France.

1.2. eERT
The CERT (Centre d'Etudes et de Recherche de Toulouse), ONERA Toulouse center, was
founded in 1968, when the ENSAEI Supaero (Ecole Nationale Supérieure de l'Aéronautique
et de l'Espace) was transferred to Toulouse. It is one of the numerous research centres in
Toulouse, which focuses on multi-disciplinary research aetivities.

Of the four main subjects, 3 of them are present at CERT, distributes in seven departments.

a) The Fluid Mechanics and Energetic Branch, which is composed of the DMAE
department (Aerodynamics and Energetic Modelling Department)
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b) The Information Processing and Systems Branch, composed of:
DCSD: Systems Control and Flight Dynamics Department
DPRS: Long-term Design and Systems Integration Department
DTIM: Information Processing and Modelling Department

c) The Physics Branch, composed of:
DESP: Space Environment Department
DOTA: Theoretical and Applied Optics Department
DEMR: Electromagnetism and Radar Department

1.3.DEMR

The Electromagnetism and Radar department (DEMR) conducts research to help both
industry and the French arms-procurement agency DGA improve current electromagnetic
based systems and define future systems. Primary applications include radar, stealth,
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), electronic warfare (EW) and telecommunications.

Because of the expertise built up by the DEMR, it mayalso be called on by the DGA and the
civil sector to act as outside expert.

lts activities are to provide both modelling and measurement radar services for all the
applications listed above, ranging from the study of physical phenomena involved (wave
object interactions, propagation, etc.), to the development of major electromagnetic codes and
full-scale demonstrators.

This work concerns all types of platforms and vehicles, and covers the frequency band from
millimetre to decametre wavelengths.

DEMR employs more than 100 people among which 78% are academic engineers, 15% are
technicians and 7% belong to the management and secretary office staff. More than 20 PHD
Thesis are currently working in the department.

The scientific staff is divided into seven research units:
RHF : HF Radar

- FUR: Stealth
TSI : Radar signal processing
RHR : high resolution Radar
SAR: SAR imaging
APR: Antennas and propagation
CDE : Electromagnetic compatibility and detection

This study was carried out in the research unit APR.
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2. Introduction

The increasing demand for more bandwidth in telecommunication makes the use of higher
frequencies necessary. However, above 10 GHz the influences of the troposphere components
on the radiowave propagation can no longer be neglected. The signals are affected by various
phenomena such as:

• Attenuation. This depends on meteorological phenomena: absorption by atmospheric
gases (oxygen and water vapour), rain, douds or the melting layer.

• Scintillation, which results in fluctuations of the amplitude, the phase and the angle of
arrival of the received signal. This phenomenon is caused by atmospheric turbulence that
induces rapid variations in temperature, pressure and humidity. The effect is important
when working with high frequencies and for smalllink elevations.

• Depolarisation, a phenomenon caused by the presence of ice crystals and hydrometeors in
the propagation medium: differently polarised signals are not affected in the same way by
attenuation and phase shift.

Those effects have been widely studied and the International Telecommunication Union has
issued a series of recommendations that allow the calculation of the attenuation due to
tropospheric effects exceeded for a given percentage of time.

2.1. Canventianal appraach fallawed far the design af satellite
cammunicatian systems

In order to take into account those various propagation effects, the conventional approach
consists in using the ITU-R models and in calculating for what percentage of an average year
the attenuation exceeds a certain level. This approach allows the estimation of the total
attenuation the system may have to face with for a given percentage of time, or the percentage
of time the system is available corresponding to a given propagation margin.

PREDICTION OF AlMOSPHERIC EFFECTS

Figure 2 Simulated total impairment for an earth-space link in Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium (Lat: SO.6667°N,
Lon: 4.6167°, hs: 160 m, elev.: 27.61°, horizontal polarization, 30 GHz)
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In Figure 2 the attenuation using these models tor Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium is calculated
at 30 GHz and drawn. According to this figure, during 1% of time, the attenuation exceeds 4.5
dB. We can also deduce that for a given attenuation margin of 4 dB, the system will not be
available for 1.5% ofthe time. The availability ofthe system is therefore equal to 98.5%.

As shown on Figure 3 and Figure 4, we can also apply these ITU-R prediction models to more
than one location and draw examples of maps giving the total attenuation whatever the
satellite position and the percentage of time.
Figure 3 gives total attenuation at 30 GHz for Europe for a geostationary satellite situated 100

East, and for two different percentages of an average year: 0.05% and 10 %.

Tofai imp.innent.60 Gil, for O.~·';l, of. sund.i;J'·yeor

..,'

....

....

Tdl1d impaiJment a~ 30 GHz for Hli,i. of a standarOt....,

15 d5 1.5 2.5 ::I 15 '.6

Figure 3 Total attenuation undergone by a eOllllTIunieation link between a European station and a geostationary
satellite situated 10° East (on the left: 0.05%, on the right: 10%)

Remark: On the right hand side map, the observed attenuation is the elear sky eondition one, sinee for 10 % of
the time, one ean eonsider rain is absent.

The interest of these prediction models is that they have been validated by the lTU and allows
calculations for any place in the world. As an example, Figure 4 gives the total impairment for
North America (geostationary satellite, 1000 W) and for South West Asia (geostationary
satellite, 135 0 E).

'-,

Figure 4 Total impairment at 30 GHz for 10 % ofa standard year in North Ameriea and South West Asia
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From the simulations obtained, it is obvious that for small percentages of time, as shown on
Figure 3, attenuation can reach very important values. In Europe, at 30 GHz, fades are in the
order of 15 dB and exceed 20 dB in extreme cases.

Inverting the process, we derived maps that give the availability of the systern, i.e. the
percentage of time the comrnunication is not cut and works properly.
Figure 5 shows availability maps for Emope at two different frequencies, and for a 3 dB
margm.

-7fJ" o' .xi ~.

tlV;Ulo1bil.ity tor iJ J dB iJ~nualloo margUl al 30 (jHz

.~.

..•

" ..
Figure 5 Availability maps [or a 3 dB margin [or 20 and 30 GHz

From the operational point of view, margins carmot be more than a tèw dB (3 dB in om
example). If at 20 GHz (and below) the availability is not too bad for a large part of Europe, it
becOlnes much lower at 30 GHz. Nowadays, where satellites are used for interactivity (phone,
videoconference ... ) and broadcast services (radio, television... ), a unavailability of seven
days (2%) is really unacceptable. So to be able to use the Ka- and V-band, it is necessary to
find techniques that allow propagation impairrnents to be compensated. They are called Fade
Mitigation Techniques (FMT).

2.2. Fade Mitigation Techniques

Several methods exist to fight against propagation losses. They are known as Fade Mitigation
Techniques (f.M.T.) and they can be classified into three different categories [Castanet & al.,
2000]:

Power control techniques
Adaptive signal processing techniques
Diversity strategy

All those method are complementary and are most of the time implemented simultaneously.

2.2.1. Power control
The principal objectives of power control are to adapt the ernitted power. This technique
allows also interference with other satellites or Earth stations to be avoided by reducing the
power in clear sky conditions.

Power control can be realised at various levels of the communication link:
At the Earth station level (Uplink Power Control)

ONERA 9
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At the satellite level (by Downlink Power Control or by fonnation of beams on board)

2.2.2. Adaptive signal processing
This technique consists in adapting the ratio of the bit energy over the noise power spectral
density (Ebi No) at a constant BER (bit error rate) with regard to atmospheric attenuation.

Three techniques are used nowadays:
Infonnation flow reduction: in order to guarantee a fixed error rate, flow is reduced as
attenuation increases
Adaptive coding (or Adaptive Forward Error Control): various coding rates are used to
adapt the EbiNo ratio to the Cl No one.

Adaptive modulation: various modulation schemes are used in order to adapt to
propagation conditions

2.2.3. Diversity techniques
This technique consists in using another transmission path In order to avoid atmospheric
impairments. One can distinguish three major categories:

Site diversity: if we consider that a rain cell does not exceed a few km, we can suppose
that attenuation on two Earth-stations separated by a distance greater than a rain cell size
are independent, the station that suffers less than the other from the precipitation is used
preferably. The signal is then redirected towards its initial Eart- station via terrestrial
networks
Orbit diversity: the largest signal is chosen by the earth station among visible satellites.
Frequency diversity: two frequency bands are used, in case of degradation of the link, the
lowest frequency, which is the less impaired one, is used.

In this ways the influences can be minimised by using FMT. Those techniques are designed as
control loops and therefore the parameters have to be dimensioned in order to detect if
impairment is occurring other links, predict the evolution of the received signal and decide if
compensation is triggered. In accordance with the climatic zones, the parameters must be
adjusted to the type of climate where the system will be used. Unfortunately, most of the time
it is not possible for a system to be tested on location or test it with real data, to determine all
the parameters properly. A solution would be to use synthetic time series of attenuation that
would respect the type of climate and its monthly variations.

To reach this objective a generator using the spectral properties of the propagation channel
has been developed at ONERA [Audoire 2001]. This process needs the introduction of the
long term CDF of attenuation, modelled as a log-nonnallaw. Therefore, the model is valid to
synthesise time series for a duration, which corresponds to the characteristic period of the
CDF. If a monthly CDF has been introduced, it is necessary to generate at least one month of
data in order to obtain events that are representative of the local climatology. In addition, with
this model it is impossible to generate one event with a given fade depth and fade duration.

To avoid this limitation, it has been chosen to work on another approach, which uses the
Markov chains principle. Last year a preliminary model was designed at ONERA [Texier,
2001]. My project was the continuation of this work.

ONERA------- 10
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3. Description of the ONERA N-state Markov chain model
Before starting with the developing and tuning of the generator, we explain the method used
and the theory behind the model.

3.1. Basic principles of the model
3.1.1. Markov chain principles

In our model we use a finite Markov chain: a stochastic process, which moves through a finite
number of states, and for which the probability of entering a certain state depends only on the
last state occupied. In our case each state represents an attenuation level.
Therefore, it is only necessary to calculate a transition matrix which holds probabilities of
transition from state i to state j: Pij- In our matrix the lines represents the present state i and the
columns contains the chance to go to the next state J'.

Pil P12 PIN

P21
p= Pij

PN-IN

PNI PNN-I PNN

'th N = ~ax-~in +1
Wl da

(N: number of states; Amax : max attenuation (dB); Amin : min attenuation (dB); da: stepsize in
dB)

3.1.2. Calculation of the transition matrix

The transition matrix can be calculated using the fade slope PDF as shown in Figure 10. The

fade slope is given by ((t)= A(t+<51)-A(t) [dB/sJ (A: attenuation level (dB) and Ot the time
<51

(s) between two points) and because A(t) is a fixed value in the PDF, the probability to go to
A(t+Dt) can easily be determined. So the coefficients Pij of the transition matrix are

( )
(

s·-s )
Pij = P A(t +at) = Sj IA(t) =Si = P (= )at I IA(t) = Si .

ONERA
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t + öt

Att[dB]

k=2 +········ · ······..····· .. ······ ········ ..· 1I \ •••.•: .

...... . : ........•.

\ fade slope PDF

Figure 6 unity transition matrix and fade slope PDF

Using Figure 6, it can be seen that transitions between states are govemed by the following
rules:

•

•

to stay in the same state: 1(' bil < !Ja
2

t5a t5a
to go from the state i to the state i±k: k· &. - - < I( .bil < k . &. + -

2 2

Therefore, the transition probability is:
rk&+&/2 • ~t

PUik =Jk&-&/2 PFS (( IAi ';i( ,kE [O,kmax], kmax assumed to be mteger: kmax = (max' ~a

or when a fade slope CDF is used:

This means that the calculation is quicker with a CDF. When detennine the transition of an
interval [a,b], the

b

PDF version has to calculate: fp(x) dx and because the function is discrete, this is equal to
a

b

LP(x)
x=a

With a CDF only P(b) - P(a) has to be calculated and this saves a lot of time.
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When using a databank with measured data, it isn't necessary to first determine the fade slope
PDF's, the matrix can directly be calculated from the events. The idea is that the fade slope,
ç = A(t+~-A(t) (dBIs), represents the rate of change of the attenuation. All measured events are

divided in attenuation levels with stepsize 'da' (Figure 7), after which the difference between
A(t) and A(t+8t) is examined. When the attenuation goes from level A(t) = 'i' to A(t+8t) = )',
the value of nij of the matrix is increased by one. {e.g. if A(t)= lOdB and A(t+8t)= 13dB, then
n(lO,13) = n(lO, 13)+1 }.
At the end each line is normalised by dividing it by its sum, which results in the conditional
PDF of transitions of a state. In our example p(l0,13)= ( n(lO,13)/(sum of row 10) )

signal level (dB)

e 1

eN

.. lito.

\ I stat

\ I
\ 1\ I

V \ N
\ /
\ I
\ I
\I

sta~..
Hot time

-Amin ----+

da ~

-Amax----+

Figure 7 the unity between the transition matrix and an events

3.2. Fade slope
3.2.1. Characteristics of fade slope

The attenuation variation speeds, also called fade slope, can be defined by ç = A(t+~-A(t)

(dBIs), with A: attenuation level (dB) and 8t the time (s) between the two points. To obtain a
good representation of the fade slope, it is necessary to separate attenuation effects from
scintillation. As a matter of fact, according to how scintillation is filtered, resulting values
may differ. To obtain results with very little noise, three techniques can be used:
• filtering by using for example a raised eosine LPF with a cut off frequency around 0.02

Hz.
• an averaging technique of the values of the time series on a 10 second period.
• a technique that consists in converting the time series in the spectral domain, suppress

frequencies greater than a limit frequency and reconvert the signal into a time serie.

Once scintillation is filtered, attenuation intervals are determined (for example, interval
comprised between 1 and 2 dB, 2 and 3 dB ... ), and then fade slope is calculated for each
attenuation bin. The results are usually plotted as a histogram. (see Figure 8, (from
[Allnutt, 1995]).

üNERA--------- 13
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Figure 8 Examples of fade slope histograms in Ka-band for a long analysis

Analysis of these long-term histograms shows us that the distributions are symmetrie as far as
positive and negative fade slope are concemed, and gaussian shaped. [Allnutt,1995], [Nelson
& al, 1996], [Rücker, 1993], [Dintelmann, 1981], [Ventouras, 1995], [Weber & Schlesak,
1986]. During short-term analysis asymmetrical behaviour is to be seen.

To give an idea of the values taken by the fade slope, we have:
Mean value in Europe ::: 0.3 dB/s (filtered data)
Maximal value for 0.01 % of the time::: 0.6 dB/s (filtered data)
Absolute maximum values > 1 dB/s (non filtered data)

Research about the characteristics of those fade slope PDF's resulted in some modeis, which
described their behaviour. In this study, two of them are used.
The first one is the model by M. van de Kamp [Kamp, 2001], the second one is by B.
Grémont [Grémont, 2001] and [Grémont &Ndzi, 2000].

3.2.2. Van de Kamp model

This model calculates the long-term probability distribution of fade slope S for a certain
value of the attenuation and is similar for positive and negative fade slopes, independent of
frequency, but dependent on filter bandwidth. For a fixed link, it only depends on rain type
and attenuation level. The conditional distribution can be approximated by:

The only parameter of this distribution is the standard deviation 0 ç' which is function of four

parameters: attenuation level, low-pass filter bandwidth (fb), time interval between two
samples (ö.t) and a climatic parameter s and is described by.
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o ç = s, F(ls ,/1t)· A (dB/s)

The parameter s is independent of frequency and its value depends of the location in the
world. The user can choose the other variables.

The function (F(fB,öt)) is plotted in Figure 9. The value of fB depends of Öt, because
according to [Kamp, 2001], it is best to be in the horizontal part of the curve. Also, in this part

the property aöt =als /.fit is valid, which allow us to quickly calculate fade slope PDF's for

other time intervals.

61.,. 26

5.

10.

20.

50.

100.

2008

Figure 9 F(fB,Dot) versus filter bandwidth fB for different time intervals lengths Dot.

Once the fade slope standard deviation has been calculated, the conditional fade slope PDF
can be determined. Figure 10 gives an example of the PDF of fade slope with respect to some
attenuation thresholds. This figure confirms the general trend of the channel dynamics, an
increase of the fade slope with the attenuation level.

POF of fade slope - fb-O.02Hz - dt-3Qs - 5-0.0136
10' ,----~-~-,--.,.----.--.,.--~---r-;==,=:dB==il

-- 3dB
5 dB
10 dB

...... 20 dB
-- 30 dB
-·-400B

10~:5O---_4':---'_3O---_2=---_~'-7-
0

--'---I-7-----:--~----:'

Fade slo~e (dB/sj

Figure 10 Probability Distribution Function of Fade Slope + zoom in (right)
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To simplify the calculation of the transition matrix, we calculated the CDF of this model

~ arctan(~) 1
PCç IA) = a, + ~a, +_

Jr~ + G, Y) Jr 2

0.9

09

0.7

0.6
2:
~.!l 0.5
[

0.4

0.3

Eindhoven. dl-60 sec; AltenUI!Llon-' OdB

(

0.5

Elndho\lt:n. dt..60 sec; AltenU8t1on- 10dB

0.2

G.l

/

-~':-.5--~04--0~3-_O.2:-===_:::....0.1---,0L--~0.1------,OL-.2----,.L0.3---,0~.4-0.5

fade slope (dB!s)

Figure 11 Cumulative Distribution Function of Fade Slope. It represents Eindhoven at 1OdB.

3.2.3. Grémonts fade slope model

The Grémont model [Grémont, 2001] and [Grémont & Ndzi, 2001], based on [Maseng &
Bakken, 1981], also calculates the fade slope ç for a certain value of the attenuation and is
according to the following fonnula a function of four parameters, m, 0; attenuation and {J,:

!1t
p(fs IAtt) == X

.J27ia(Att -!1t·js)~

[
1 Qn(Att-!1t· js)-mY 2r(ln(Att-!1t· js)-m)(ln(Att)-m) (ln(Att)-m)2]

exp - - +-----,---
2(1- r2) a 2 a 2 a 2

x--=------"----------;::-------:::;---------------"'=

[
(ln(Att) - m)2]

exp -
2a 2

The meaning of the different parameters are:
Att : the attenuation at 't+Ót'
fs represents the fade slope.
r is the correlation factor and is according to [Grémont & Ndzi, 2000] equal to
r == k,.2e-fi"-1 J/k,.2-1J
(m, a) define the statistics of rain attenuation on a satellite slant path and can be calculated
by the approximating of CDF of attenuation by a log nonnallaw. [Audoire, 2001] When
no data is available, the CDF can be approximated using ITU-R rec. P.618-7
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f3 describes the dynamie properties of rain attenuation. An approximate value of this

parameter is given by: f3 = 2· n· Fe = 2m
y

. [Matricciani, 1994]
L

with

L = hr-hs
sin(Esat )

0.0015 hr + hsm y =
2 cos(E sat )

{L is the slant path length; hs the station altitude in km, Esah the link elevation; hr the rain
height km (obtained using ITU-R Rec. P.839-2) and mv the horizontal average value of
the wind speed (km/s). }

Because we are using the model to prediet the next attenuation level, we need the fade slope
PDP for the present sample.
Repeating the same calculation as in [Grémont &Ndzi, 2000], it can be calculated that:

f::.t
p(fs/y)= x

.J2Jia(y + f::.t· Is).J1"7

[
1 (ln(y + f::.t· Is) - mY 2r(ln(y + f::.t· Is) - m)(ln(y) - m) + (ln(y) - m)2 ]

exp -
2(1- r 2) 0'2 0'2 0'2

x---=-------'----------::------:------------...L.=..

[
(ln(y)-m)2]

exp -
20'2

where y represents the attenuation at time 't'

In Pigure 12 several fade slope PDP for different dt are plotted. In contrast with the vd Kamp
model, the PDP are not symrnetrical, something that is found in the Maseng-Bakken model,
but is not observed from the databanks. [Maseng & Bakken, 1981]. The skewness increases
with increasing 'dt'.
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Figure 13 fade slope PDF at 1dB for TUE databank (blue dash dot), vd Kamp model (red dash) and Grémont
(green solid)

In Figure 13 can be seen that the PDF's of Eindhoven databank and the M vd Kamp model
have a similar shape. However, the Grémont one is completely different. The PDF was
calculated according to [Grémont, 2001], but in this paper an approximation for ~, the
dynamic property of rain attenuation, is used. Therefore we examined the influences of ~

(Figure 14) and it seems that for small ~ the fade slope PDF becomes smaller and less a
symmetrical.
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Figure 14 PDF's ofthe Grémont model with different values ofl3.

3.3./n depth study af the N state Markav chain behaviaur

3.3.1. Proposed methology
The success of the generator totally depends on the quality of the transition matrix. This
matrix can be filled by using real measured data or by using a model. In the beginning we use
real data to develop the generator and compare its results against experimental data. This was
done by looking if the matrix was weil composed and if and how it could be adapted. When
this process returns representative events, we start working with a model in order to be able to
synthesise events everywhere in the world.
There are several methods to see if the results are satisfying.

• Plot of the transition matrix as illustrated in Figure 18, which shows if there are any states
with absorbing behaviour (see Figure 23, where the transition PDFs around 18dB can
cause the signa! to vary continuously around 18 dB; thi sis cailed absorbing behaviour)
and if the matrix has an envelope toot respects the decrease of PDF's. By plotting an
direct representation of the matrix, see an example in Figure 28, it can be seen how the
matrix is filled.

• Plot the PDF of attenuation of the events in the databank and compare it with the long
term behaviour of the matrix. In theory , both curves have to be the same. This method is
explained in §4.4.

• Generate some events and look at the results

• Generate a large number of events (same order size as the databank) and
• CDF ofattenuation
• CDF offade duration
• CDF of fade slope
• Mean fade slope in compare to the maximum attenuation. [Carvalho, 2002]
• Standard deviation in compare to the maximum attenuation. [Carvalho, 2002]
• Duration in compare to the maximum attenuation. [Carvalho, 2002]

3.3.2. Measured data and available databanks
For the development of charmel models and for comparing the results real measured data are
used. To study the intluence of the propagation charmeion the earth-satellite path, beacons
have been instailed on satellites for research experiments. Three weil-known campaigns are
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Olympus
The ESA (European Space Agency) Olympus experimental satellite was launched on 12 June
1989 from Kourou, French Guyana. It was in a geostationary orbit at 19°W and carried four
separate payloads. One of them was a triple-frequency beacon package for propagation
experiments, with the frequencies 12.5GHz, 20GHz and 30GHz.

By accident, the control over Olympus was lost on 29 May 1991; the satellite started
tumbling, began an orbit of 5° in advance and got into a frozen state. After 76 days Olympus
had finished one trip around the world, the control was recovered and the satellite was
stabilised, with the result that it was put back into service on 13-14 August 1991. However,
this recovery cost a large amount of fuel and litde was left to complete the intended five year
rnission. On 12 August 1993, a meteor storm caused a second accident, after which the
satellite lost its normal Earth pointing position and starts spinning. This meteor storm and the
recovery actions cost the last part of remaining fuel, so it was decided that the Olympus
rnission was to be terminated and the satellite was removed from its geostationary orbital
ring. [OPEX, 1994]

Two Olympus databanks present at ONERA have been used, namely:

• Eindhoven (the Netherlands)
Latitude 51.44800 N, longitude 5.4870 oE, altitude 15m, elevation angle 26.78°.

The databank contains 104 unfiltered events, measured from 01-01-1991 until 30-06-1992,
with a sample rate of 1 second. The events covers the whole period, except 29-05-1991 to 15
08-1991, when Olympus was out of order. The three frequencies 12.5, 20 and 30 GHz are
available.

• Louvain la Neuve (Belgium)
Latitude 50.6667°N, longitude 4.6167 oE, altitude 160m, elevation angle 27.61°.

Three full month of measured data (sample rate 1 second), July and October 1990 and March
1992, have been provided to ONERA by DCL (Dniversité Catholique de Louvain-la-Neuve).
It only contains 12.5 and 20 GHz.

ITALSAT
ITALSAT F1 is a communications satellite built by Alenia Spazio for the Italian Space
Agency and was launched on 16 January 1991, from Kourou. Besides severaJ commercial
communication beacons, it has also an experimental payload with beacons at 20/40/50 GHz.
In 2001 the F1 satellite was put out of operation and the campaign at 20 GHz is going on with
the ITALSAT F2 satellite.

We used only the information of one measuring site:
• Spino d'Adda (Italy)
Latitude 45.5°N, longitude 9.5°E, altitude 84 m, elevation angle: 37.8°

The databank, subrnitted to ONERA by Politecnico di Milano, contains 2818 filtered rain
event at each of the three frequencies and covers the years 1994-2000.
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4. N-states model based on real data
A first version of the N-states model has been developed by [Texier, 2001]. This work
allowed the stochastic process to be developed and validated. However, only a few analyses
have been performed to tune the parameters of the model in order to synthesise, really
representative, events of the propagation channel.
The aim of this work consists in carrying out sensitivity analysis and to propose improvement
to obtain good results with respect to the channel dynamic behaviour.

4.1. Preliminary N-states model
The main problem of the first version of this model [Texier, 2001] is that most of the time
absorbing states are generated. Figure 15 shows an example of this behaviour: an synthesised
event in which the attenuation level remains between 14 and 18 dB. We are in presence of a
typical absorbing state and once the process reaches this state, it remains in it, something that
is a non physical performance. This unwanted behaviour wasn't caused by the function that
generates an event, but by the dirac pulses in the transition matrix, which were added by the
original adapting function. (Figure 16) Although not all the transition matrixes show such a
process, it was a repeating problem. To find the problem and solve it, we decided to return
completely to the beginning and started with the generation and adaptation of the transition
matrix.

-14
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-18
, 10'

l j
.1JlJVLUJlu ,1 ~JJ,[ ..I ,l lij
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Time (s)

Figure 15 Example of event where the process is stuck in the high attenuation levels

lLN merch 92. (181 state,)

B 10 12 14 16 18 20
IlttenlJlUan [dB]

Figure 16 transition matrix with absorbing states
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4.2. Transition matrix

4.2.1. Generating of the transition matrix.
In this chapter the matrix is calculated using data from a databank and with the method
described in §3.1.2. The present function had no problems and besides using another filter to
filter the scintillation, the only thing done was adapting the corresponding function called
"donneesreelles.m", to make it quicker.

On small database, like LLN, the old method was rapid enough, but as only 3 months are
available at ONERA, the number of events is too limited. So, we decided to go working with
the more extensive and larger Eindhoven and Italsat databases. Then, while using large
databases, the gain of time is important.

The main difference between both methods is the way of defining the state probabilities. The
old method treated each sample apart and scanned the data according to the time. It
determined the changes in the matrix for each sample apart by looking at the attenuation of
that sample and its successor.
The method we use now scans the data according to the states. It first finds all the samples
with the same attenuation and counts the transitions that are made from this level. Then it
changes Pij in one time.
This new method is faster because its loop is about the number of states (smaller loop) and
not about the number of samples, as in the old method (larger loop).

Examples of a raw transition matrix (transforrned to 60 sec) are given in Figure 17 and Figure
18. Especially the higher attenuation levels of the matrix in Figure 17 will cause troubles
during an event generation. This strange behaviour in the matrix is caused by the fact that the
databank with experimental data is limited in time. The statistical behaviour of the
experimental results can therefore differ from the theoretical shape, namely the probability to
be in a given state decreases with the attenuation level. So the matrices have to be adapted.

0.9

o.S

0.1

0.6

~ o.S

rew matrix LLN mar! 92
corrverted to 60 sec. (181 6Late.s)

8 iD 12 14 15 18 20
attenUIIlion (dB]
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-8

'll
-10

-12

-14

-16

-18
0

absarbing behavloll" al raw matrix LLN mars 92

SOO 1000 1SOO 2000 'SOO 300D 3SOO 4000
tlme{!)

Figure 17 LLN March 92 (dt:1s, da:O.l dB and Amin=OdB). The PDF's around 18 dB causes absorbing
behaviour {see right figure}. (the generator determined the event as finished when the event has a certain
duration (here 1800 sec) and when a threshold level is reached (here 1.5 dB). If the event is not finished after two
times the duration, the attempt is aborted and the generator stops and starts over again.)
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4.2.2. Adaption of the transition matrix.

The function "flatten_P.m" is used to adapt the raw transition matrix. The method, inspired by
the one used in [Texier, 2001], contains the following steps to adapt the raw matrix . To
illustrate the new method, a transition matrix based on the data of Louvain la Neuve, October
1990, with Amin= OdB, dt=ls and da=O.ldB is used. (See Figure 18 until Figure 24.)

• Normalisation.
A Markov property is that in a transition matrix the total sum of each row has to be 1.

n··
Therefore we normalise the matrix by using Pij = sum(r~w i) . Thus after normalisation,

the total sum is either 1 or O. The latter (zero line) occurs when due to quantifying and
lack of data an attenuation level isn't present. Such a line will give a problem during the
next step (the next lines will all be zero lines). We solved this by replacing the diagonal
zero by a single 1. (Figure 19). In this way the line is certainly treated in the next step.

• Equalisation.
If the top of a conditional PDF is higher than the previous one, then replace it by the
previous PDF of the chain translated one state further. I call this the "equalised matrix".
(Figure 20)

• Filtering.
Only if it is necessary to smooth the shape of the PDF, all the PDF's can be filtered with a
small filter (raised eosine low pass filter with a moving average window of 5 samples (of
attenuation bins». The choice for a window of 5 samples is made on experimental base.
(Figure 21). When the shapes of the PDF are already good (a smooth Gaussian shaped
distribution curve), filtering will only loose information. (see Figure 26, where pN (N-7oo)

and a "filtered" pN (N-7oo) are plotted). In general it can be said that with small 'da'
filtering improves the results, while with larger 'da' (2':0.5dB) filtering make the results
worse. (Figure 26 and Figure 27).

• Re-normalisation.
The next step is re-normalisation of this equalised matrix. Because the PDF's at the
matrix's higher rows are cut off due to the limited number of columns, the effects of
normalisation are stronger. This results in a rise at the end, something that in some cases
cause absorbing behaviour. (Figure 22 and Figure 23). However, the chance for absorbing
behaviour is much smaller than with the completely raw matrix.

• Flattening.
The last step is to force the PDF to have its maximum value equal to the value it had
before the re-normalisation. We do that by making those risen pulses wider and maximise
their top. (Figure 24).

Figure 25 shows all the steps for the last row of the matrix.
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Figure 18 Raw unchanged transition matrix calculated on experimental data of LLN October 1990. (Amin: 0 dB,
da: 0.1 dB, dt: 1 sec)
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Figure 19 raw matrix, where zero lines are replaced by a single dirac pulse.
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Figure 20 equalised matrix + zoom in of the PDF nr 100,200 and 258.
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Figure 21 equalised matrix after filtering with a low pass cos2 moving average filter (width 5 samples) + zoom
in of the PDF nr 100, 200, 258
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Figure 22 the equalised matrix after normalisation + zoom in of the PDF nr 100, 200 and 258
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right figure)
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In almost all cases the result of these steps is a transition matrix with an envelop shape that
respects the decrease of PDF's, and which doesn't cause any absorbing behaviour. However,
human controlling remains necessary. For example see Figure 28-left-above where strange
data in the left corner below is to be seen. This behaviour is caused by three single points in
the original raw matrix, which are not zero. After normalisation and transforming to another
sample rate, the influence is expanded. The adapting function described above does not
remove all those points (plot right above). The plots below are matrices where the points are
removed and then the matrix is re-normalised and transformed (left below). The right one is
the final tlattened version.
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Figure 28 direct representation of ITALSAT matrices
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Below in Figure 29 are some examples of matrices calculated with the Eindhoven databank
plotted. With a 1 second sample rate, there is a high possibility to remain in the same state,
something which can be seen in the matrices. When the sample rate is increased more
variation is possible and therefor the PDF become wider.
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Figure 29 examples of transition matrices for Eindhoven 30GHz. Left above: da=ldB and a 1 second sample
rate. Right above, same matrix transformed to a sample rate of 60 seconds. Left below: da=O.ldB, 1 second
sample rate, right below: da=O.ldB and transformed to 60 seconds

4.2.3. Validation of the process with respect to the PDF of attenuation
A good method to see if the matrix has a good behaviour is to compare net) {the PDF of
attenuation of the measured data of the databank} with pN (N---7oo){ the long term behaviour of
the matrix, this method is described in §4.4}, because in theory this curves are the same. This
is done in Figure 31 (n(t) solid blue line "donnees" and pN the red line) and shows that it
doesn't allow the process to converge rapidly. After the calculation of the matrix, we have a
matrix corresponding to the same sample rate as the databank. Because this sampling rate
usually is 1 second (also in this case), we have a matrix with the transition probabilities from
one state to another after one second. (example of a 1 second raw matrix is given in Figure
30). However, generating a point every second is not necessary since the rain dynamic is
around 1 minute. So we are going to investigate the best sample time in to obtain the best
results. Transforming a 1 second transition matrix into any 8t-transition matrix can be solved
mathematically according the following procedure:
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q(t + Is) = p. qo(t)

q(t + 2s) = p. q(t + Is) = p. p. qo(t) = p2 .;r(t)

q(t + T) = pT . qo(t)

with qo the initial state probability vector:

1

o
; q a state probability vector and P the transition matrix.

o
As a consequence, the transition matrix at T seconds can be deduced from the transition

• T
matrIX at 1 second: Pr = ~s •

In Figure 31 net) and pN of matrices transformed to 1, 10, 20, 25, 30 and 60 seconds are
plotted. The pN curves in this figure are obtained by transforming the l-second matrix to
another sample rate, adapting it using the method described in paragraph 4.2.2 and ca1culate
pN (with N~oo). The figure shows that especially the one second (solid red) and the 10
seconds curve (dashed magenta) have a deviating shape. It seems that a T ~ 20 sec is
necessary for a good result.

lëIH' matttx: wi\h sample rale of I sealnd
nurnlJer of ••ta 257

15.. O,S I \
I:

0.4 ~

o ,t
o 10 10 2D

ane""'on[lIl)

I

I
i (,

Figure 30 raw matrix wit a sample rate ofl sec. (TUE B2. da=O.ldB; dt=lsec)

1O~'----------'--------"'---------'-----~--~-----l
o 10 lS 20 2S 3lI

Bllenlmtlan (dB)

Figure 311t(t) ofIDE_B2 databank and several pN of matrices transformed to 1,10,20,25,30 and 60 seconds.
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4.3. Generation of an event

Normally the first states of the transition matrix are much higher than the rest (see e.g. Figure
24 where the first state has a top at 0.6 while the rest has its top at 0.3 or lower) The
consequence is that most of the generated events have their maximum attenuation around 0.5
dB. To force the generator to create heavier events, we divide the matrix into two
submatrices, "Pd" and "Pu". "Pd" is used for the end of an event (At to 0 dB), while "Pu"
contains the information for the rest of the event. (Figure 32) According to this figure this
seems to be inconsequent, but when Pd is used for the beginning, there is a real chance that
Amin level is never reached, or it just takes too much time. As the N-states model only
synthesises rain-events and the start is nothing more than a short intermediate period between
no-rain and rain, we can use "Pu" instead of "Pd" or "P".

Q·s
~<t: Z

B B B B
S S S S
til til til til

~ ~ ~
column

~•state 1 -.

state Amin -.
state At -.

Figure 32 transition matrix P is cut into two submatrices Pd and Pu

The event is generated according to the block diagram of Figure 33. In this block diagram At
(threshold attenuation), Amin (minimum attenuation) and D (duration of the event) are
parameters given by the user. With D and Amin, the user can influence the shape of the event,
The steps for synthesising an events are:
• for the start, matrix "Pu" is used to bring the events from 0 to Amin dB. For this Pu is

temporarily redefined, we pretend that Amin is equal to attenuation level zero and state N
is level 'N-(Amin/da)'

• When Amin is reached matrix "Pu" is also used to create the event. The level "Amin" is
fixed and the series will never pass this level. After D seconds, the present attenuation is
examined.

• If A(t) ~ At, then 'Pd' (size A(t=D) is used) to bring the signal back to zero, otherwise it
carries on until it reaches 'At'.

This method results in an event displayed in Figure 34.
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start ]
.-----------------------+1 t=l

'----,-----

,

IAI<IAminl •

Drawing of A(t)
using Pu
t=t+dt

'-----'-------:-------'l X=t & IA(t)1 ~ [Aminl

Drawing from
....•

A(t) using Pu t«D+X)
• t+dt

1A(t)I>IAtl I
+

IA(t)I>IAtl
r---+ • Drawing from IA(t)I$;IAtl

&
A(t) using Pu

t«2*D+X) '--- • t+dt

I IA(t)I$;IAtl

1A(t)I>IAtl & t>(2*D+X) +, • Drawing of A(t) :JEvent failed using Pd IA(t)I>O.2dB

• t=t+dt

finish I
Figure 33 block diagram of the principle used in the generation of rainevents.

o x X+D X+2D

time
Amin ----+

At----+-

da ~ J----+------\-I----+-+---+---_+_

signal
level
(dB)

I i i
1+-----1.;1,...----- +--.~:~

start; event iend

Figure 34 theoretical shape of a synthesised event

In spite of the adaptation methods, some matrices have absorbing first states. This can be seen
when the models are used to create a transition matrix the first states can be absorbing. This is
normal behaviour and is caused by the normalisation of the matrix.
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When creating an event with absorbing first states, we almost use the same method, but
during the start and end we do not use the transition matrix but a fixed fade slope. The
adapted block diagram is given in Figure 35.

start
.--------------------~ t=l

I

C. Drawing of A(t)

IAI< IAminl ~I~~~ a fixed fade

• t=t+dt

l X=t & 1A(t)1 ~ IA.w.1

• Drawing from
A(t) using Pu

• t+dt
t«D+X)

IA(t)I>IAtl I

Event failed IA(t)I>O.2dB
• Drawing of A(t)

using a fixed fade
slope

• t=t+dt

[A(t)I::;;IAtlI
IA(t)I>IAtl & t>(2*D+X)

,

IA(t)I>IAtl r--+. Drawing from
& A(t) using Pu

• t+dtt«2*D+X) '----
'--------,----,------'

,
finish

Figure 35 block diagram of the principle used in the generation of rainevents

4.4. Convergence of the process.

The transition matrix is adapted in such a way that it includes no absorbing states where the
chain could be stuck. Thus for a sufficiently long period of time, whatever the attenuation
level, every other state of the chain is reachable. In other words, the matrix is said to be
regular.

According to [Kemeny & SneU, 1960], one of the properties of such a matrix is that if the
number of samples on' tends towards infinity, we have:
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al a2 aN a

al a2 aN a
with Q = (al aN)pn== = a2 ...

al a2 aN a

Whatever the initial state vector Vo, we have the following property:
Vopn =a

Physically, this means that aj, the jth component of a, represents the fraction of time that the
process can be expected to be in state Sj (for a large number of steps) and that this result is
independent of the starting state. As a consequence, a (calculated by taking any row of pn)
should be equal to the state probability vector that corresponds to the PDF of attenuation.

This state probability vector 7Z (t) = (PI ... ... PN) with N being the number of states and

Pi the probability of starting in each state of the chain, can be calculated using
L # samples in state x

p = allevents =in theory equal to a
x total # samples in all events x

If we take 7t(t) and compare that with pN (N---7oo), we can simple validate if P is weIl defined
and adapted. (Figure 36). To convert those histograms into a PDF, necessary when comparing
results with different attenuation stepsizes, the results have to be divided by the attenuation
stepsize 'da'.

After that we did the following simulation.
We generate a large number of rainevents (same order size as the databank used) by using the
described function (§4.3) and matrix P (generated from experimental data, with T=60s).
Those synthesised events are used as input to generate a 7tsim(t) and a transition matrix Psim.

Due to the fact that the generated events have a fixed minimum attenuation level, it is not
possible to compare all PDF's. For example, if we want to evaluate 7t(t) with 7tsim(t), we have
to adapt the threshold level and recalculate 7t(t).This is done in Figure 37.
7tsim(t) is compared with PsimN (N---7oo) in Figure 38. The line from 0 to about 2 dB is caused
by the beginnings and ends of the event. (see §4.3)
Although the curves cannot be compared directly, 7tsim(t) has, as expected, the same shape as
pN

. The more data is generated, the better the similarity will be. (see Figure 39, a plot which
only shows that the shape is similar). This results also implies that a (transformed) matrix
with a sample size of at least 20 seconds must be used. (Figure 31)

To summarise, the following PDF are comparabIe:

• 7tdonnées, with threshold level 0 dB ~ pNdonnées (N---7oo) (Figure 36)
• 7tdonnées. with threshold level at Amin dB of the Ç::::} 7tsimulated (Figure 37)
simulations

• 7tsimulated
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Figure 36 PDF of TUE B2 dt=ls; da=O.l dB, threshold = OdB {blue (solid) net), red (dashed) p N
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lUE-B2 dt-ls; IJa-O.ld8

1O"~~~ZJ1

1O-·O':----;---:':-lO---:':lS:----;!20:-----=2:-S-~30
Bllenuation (dB)

Figure 39 1tsim (blue solid) and pN (red dashed). This plot only shows that both curves has the same shape.
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5. N-states model based on fade slope statistical models

5. 1. Prediction model

In the previous chapter we used measured data to fill the transition matrix. We calculated the
attenuation variation between two samples and used that information to determined the
probability to go from one state to another. By using a fade slope model, it is also possible to
fill a matrix without real data. A fade slope model calculates a fade slope PDF for a given
attenuation (see e.g. Figure 10).

For calculating the Fade Slope PDF's two models are used.
The first one is the model by M. van de Kamp [Kamp, 2001], the second one is by B.
Grémont [Grémont 2001] and [Grémont &Ndzi, 2000].

5.1.1. Van de Kamp model

With the van de Kamp model it is possible to generate transition matrices. In Figure 40
matrices representing Eindhoven are printed. For comparing with the TUE-databank Amin
and Amax have similar values. In this figure da= O.ldB, while in Figure 41 da is equal to ldB.
The matrices are as expected. It is known that the rain dynamics is around 1 minute, so when
dt=ls it is likely that there is less variation. This is also seen in Figure 43, when dt is larger,
the fade slope PDF is wider. Figure 42 shows that all matrices have a diagonal shape. The
results of matrices with 'dt=1 sec' and 'dt =60 sec' are similar with those obtained with the
databanks. (Figure 29)
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Figure 40 matrices dt =1 sec (left) dt=60 sec (right) da=O.ldB
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vd Kamp.. Eindhavl!:n dI-60sec (~6 sta!eS)V'd Kamp.. Eird'loven dl-Isec (26 Slale$)
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Figure 41 matrices dt = I sec (left) dt=60 sec (right) da= IdB
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Figure 42 direct representation of matrices da:O.1 dB&dt: Is - da:O.1 dB&dt:60s - da: IdB&dt: Is - da: IdB&dt:60s

Figure 43 difference fade slope POF ofatt=IOdB with dt=1 sec(solid line) and dt=60 sec (dashed line).
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Figure 44 events for Eindhoven, da==O.l dB and dt==60 seconds.

5.1.2. Grémont fade slope model

In the Grémont model, the skewness increases with increasing 'dt' and as seen in Figure 45,
Figure 46, Figure 47 and Figure 48 it has influences for the shape of the transition matrices
and the transition PDFs. For larger 'dt', the probability to go to higher attenuation levels is
larger than for the lower states. The matrices represent again Eindhoven, with Amin=O.ldB
and Amax=25.7dB and ~ =7,6*10-4 (according to [Grémont, 2001]), so comparing is possible.
In order to have similar results as matrices of the databanks, dt has to be smal!.

gremonL eindhDVl!n dl.-1s (257 stBtes) gremont eindhO'l.'Cn dl-Bos (257 31.8te!i)
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Figure 45 transition matrices for Eindhoven with da==O.ldB. Left dt=ls (adapted); right dt=60 sec (raw)
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Figure 46 transition matrices for Eindhoven with da==ldB. Left dt=ls (adapted); right dt=60 sec (raw).
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Figure 47 tranSItIOn POF of JOdB for dt= Is (blue solid), lOs (red dashed) and 60 sec (green dash dot) (all
da=O.1 dB). Below is a zoom in for the dt= I and 10 seconds curve.
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In §3.2.3 we noticed that ~ has an influences on the fade slope PDF and that better results
could be obtained when ~ was smaller. Therefore also transition matrices with ~ = 1*10-5 are
created. In Figure 49 and Figure 50 two examples of dt= 1 second and dt = 60 second are
given. The results are as expected and similar to the van de Kamp model. This means it is
worth investigating ~, but probably also 'm' and 'a'.

Oremonl EincllOVe~ da~ IdB: d\-60s: trla-Ie-S

Figure 49 matrices da=ldB; dt=l sec (Ieft) and dt=60 sec (right)
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Figure 50 direct representation of matrices da= IdB , beta= Ie-5 and dt= I sec (Ieft) ; dt=60 sec (right)

In Figure 51 events ofthe dt = 60 seconds - ~=le-5 is plotted

Figure SI two events, Matrix Eindhoven 257 states with da=O.1 dB , dt= IOs
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5.1.3. Comparing both models

The results show us that both models give reasonable results for both da=O.l and 1dB. Both
models have a 'dt' parameter, the time between to samples, but the Van de Kamp model
produces the best results when dt = 60 seconds while Grémont prefers a dt equal to 1 second.
The reason is found in the asymmetrical shape, the increasing skewness and different
dependence on the attenuation.
Better results may be obtained by choosing appropriate values of {J.

Another difference between the two models is that the calculation time needed depends on
which method is used.
We measured the time for calculating a transition matrix with the entries:
place: Eindhoven, Amin:0.1 dB, Amax=25.7 dB, da=O.l dB and dt=60sec.

Model

vd Kamp (CDF version) using F(fB,~t)=F(l,l) and (160s = (1ls / J6ö
vd Kamp (CDF version) using F(fB,~t)=F(l,60)

Grémont

Calculation time
16 sec

189 sec
382 sec

10"

Because the fade slope PDFs become wider for increasing attenuation, the time needed for
matrices with a higher Amax do not grow linearly. E.g. Amax =61 dB, Amin=O.ldB
da=O.ldB then the vd Kamp model needs about 2 minutes to calculate the matrix, while
Grémont needs about 35 minutes.
The main reason for the difference in calculation time is that for the Van de Kamp model we
can use a simple CDF, while for Grémont a more complicated PDF function is used. Another
minor reason is that Grémont is non-symmetrical and therefore the whole PDF has to be
calculated. This is in contrast to the symmetrical Van de Kamp CDF, where only half of the
curve has to be determined.
This latter, the symmetrical fade slope distribution is something that can be found in studies
about long-term fade slope characteristics.

In Figure 52, net) of TUE databank 30GHz is compared with the pN of both modeIs. Until 5
dB the Van de Kamp curve is the same as net), for higher attenuation levels the curves are
different. In general the Grémont curve is more different than the red vd Kamp one.

CDF ol I!Itt~nUltJo.,

10' .----,------r-------r-~===~~

I
n dBtabBnk TUE~B2

-- MlJdKemp
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~
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Figure 52 comparing the PDF of attenuation. n(t) TUE_B2 databank (blue solid), pN Grémont {Eindhoven,
da=O.ldB and dt=ls}(green dash dot) and pN vd Kamp (red dashed) {Eindhoven da=O.ldB and dt=60 sec}
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6. Conclusion

In this report, we have tried to highlight the need for other methods to design future
communication systems. As the demand for bandwidth has increased with the development of
multimedia, less and less bandwidth is available in "classical" frequency bands (L, S and C).
Future telecommunication systems will be forced to work at higher frequencies like Ka or V
bands. But, as frequency increases, impairments increase too. In order to maintain a proper
availability of the link and offer an optimum service, Fade Mitigation Techniques are going to
be used to minimise the unwanted effects.

In order for FMT to work properly, its parameters have to be adapted for each location. The
best way to do that is with real data, but since real data are rarely available, the easiest way is
to use synthetic time series of attenuation. We presented a method that can generate rain
events on demand, with (almost) the wanted duration. Further we can influence the depth of
the event. By the use of the fade slope prediction models we were able to generate events for
almost every place in the world.

However, there are some other interesting points, which have to be examined more closely.

Both fade slope prediction models are based on long-term periods. This means it is an average
of many years and there is no variation in the model. The generator will be more realistic if it
takes into account the daily and seasonal variations of the weather. The models have
parameters that describe the characteristics of the different places. These parameters are
determined for several places, but the values between two (known) places were not examined.
Therefore it is worth examining the influence of s of the Van the Kamp model and m, (J and
especially fJ of the Grémont model. This fJ is a parameter that has a great influence in the
model, but its value can only be approximated.

The attenuation stepsize 'dt' and the sample rate '00' are two variables used for calculating
the transition matrix. These 'dt' and 'da' are also values during generating of an event. The
relation between the parameters of the transition matrix and the synthesised event needs
examination. Further is the influence of the duration 'D' and Amin during synthesising of an
event worth investigating.

The last remark is about the generated events in genera!. At this moment the synthesiser only
creates rain event, but other effects such as scintillation, water vapour, influences of oxygen
and hydrogen must also be taken into account.
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